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1) Introduction 
 
There are two doors you can use to come into this house. Door number one, you are a 
skeptic who believes that although Chi may have been able to explain some things in the 
past, “today” we “know” (through science) that Chi isn’t real and that there are much 
better ways to understand the truth and to expose the frauds of yesteryear. 
 
Door number two, you “believe in” Chi and are curious to know what this FAQ has to 
say to compare it to your own ideas. Maybe you’re curious and just looking, or maybe 
you already know a lot and are looking to contribute information. (hint ☺) 
 
What’s interesting is that either of these viewpoints can be held by the truth-seekers 
among us, but each viewpoint has a different knowledge base from which to work from 
and make decisions. 
 
I suppose, there is a third kind of person- one who used to believe in all this superstitious 
nonsense; chi bolts and the like, who has since become “enlightened”. A person who now 
can expresses great anger and agitation towards anyone who refuses to believe “the truth”. 
Again, you could say this person is a truth seeker, although one with a mind closed to 
new information. This kind of person will gain nothing from reading this FAQ, but will 
instead choose to attack the concept of Chi as a whole, based on nothing more than 
misinformation and preconceptions. 
 
“Chi isn’t real. It’s just a load of superstitious nonsense. 
 
Is Chi Real? It’s a loaded question. “No, Chi isn’t real,” says the closed-minded skeptic, 
“We know that much. At best it is a failed metaphor for body mechanics, and as such 
should be discarded. At worst it is a hoax. A snake oil peddled by charlatans.” 
 
Some take a more caustic view. “It’s all just a bunch of mystical garbage, smoke and 
mirrors. Chi bolts? Dim Mak/Death Touch? Give me a break! Even if it was real it 
wouldn’t matter to me, my martial art doesn’t need “chi”. I would go so far as to say that 
people believe in Chi for the same reason that they believe in the Loch Ness Monster!” 
 
It is true that Chi is meaningless and useless to a person who doesen’t need it. There are 
lots of reasons why someone wouldn’t care about Chi. But this Chi FAQ is not for those 
kinds of people. This information has been made available for those who are interested, 
that’s all. This is for the truth seekers. If you are not one of those people, feel free to stop 
reading now.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The process by which Chi operates is unscientific! It is of no value. 
 
In truth, it is rather easy to admit that the scientific method was not rigidly adhered to in 
rural 17th century China (or 7th century for that matter). Yet this in no way invalidates 
anything the Chinese did, such as inventing Paper, the Compass, The Crossbow, or 
Gunpowder. In a sense, China had it’s own internally consistent version of Science that 
while not up to par with modern methods, was certainly very clear and useful to the 
people of the time. To speak of Chi, it is not some physical concept like gunpowder – yet 
it has a use which is just as valuable as the use of any of the above objects. The theories 
behind the use of Chi are very highly developed and have led to many important medical 
and pugilistic discoveries. It therefore does not make sense to say that Chi has no value, 
and it certainly doesn’t follow from Chi being unscientific. 
 
Okay then, tell me what Chi is. 
 
Before we get into this, let’s make sure that we have a good understanding of what Chi 
isn’t. That way we can avoid misunderstandings later on. 
 
“The Emission of Chi outside the body is preposterous.” – Wang, Xiang-Zhai 
(Founder of modern Yi Quan) 
 
Once you take away the notion that Chi may be controlled outside of the body, you have 
taken a giant step towards understanding what Chi really is. Let’s be honest, we are not 
interested in discussing comic book fantasies. One major problem in answering the 
question “What is Chi” is that even if you are willing to accept the possibility that Chi is 
real, there is simply too much misinformation and antagonism surrounding the subject. It 
is nearly impossible to separate truth from lies on the matter. 
 
Then why should believe this FAQ? 
 
The contributors have had the chance to live and study in Asia and receive the best 
instruction possible. The “been there, done that” mentality does not stand up to people 
with long-term experience in the field. So while “Chi” is sometimes tossed around by 
soggy new agers, or people out to make a fast buck, the information presented here is 
accurate and concise. If there ever was an answer… if there ever could be an answer – 
this is it. 
 
A final word. Before we begin, we must explain once (and only once) that Chi, Ki, and 
Qi just different spellings of the same word. This is explained in great detail in Section 3. 
 
 
 
 



2) What is Chi? (Quick Answer) 
 

氣 
Chi 

 
Chi is a Chinese (or Japanese, Korean, etc.) word which means Air. 
In context it takes on a variety of meanings. Examples would be 
weather (sky chi), breath (breath chi), or balloon (chi ball). By itself it 
contains an implied meaning of “state” or “configuration”; this can be 
seen in the way it is used contextually above, for example sky chi 
referring to the configuration of the sky (the weather).  
 

 
When Chi is referred to belong to someone, as in Mr. Smith’s 
Chi, or “feel your Chi”, the implied context is generally his breath 
(configuration of the breath) as a metaphor for the exact 
positioning of the body (see right). Therefore, the first important 
conclusion we may draw about the word is that it requires a 
strong context before a technical (i.e. useable) meaning can be 
obtained, and that it generally refers to the specific configuration 
or state of whatever it is describes. 
 

氣息
Chi Shi 

 
In short, while a single definition for the word would not be meaningful, we can 
understand what the word means by looking at the martial arts cultural contexts in which 
it is most often used. 
 
According to Doshu, Kisshomaru Ueshiba, the son of Morihei Ueshiba:  
 
"We may hear students say that `It is a feeling of some kind of energy coming forth from 
mind and body in harmony.' Or `It is a strange, vital power which appears unexpectedly 
at times from an unknown source.' Or `It is the sense of perfect timing and matched 
breathing experienced in practicing Aikido.' Or `It is a spontaneous, unconscious 
movement which refreshes mind and body after a good workout,' and so forth.  
 
Each answer is valid in the sense that it is a true reaction gained through actual personal 
experience. And being a direct expression of a felt condition, it contains a certitude that 
cannot be denied. If this is so, the differences in responses is negligible, and the great 
variety attests to not only the difficulty in precisely defining Ki. but shows that the depth 
and breadth of Ki. defy coverage by a single definition." -- from "The Spirit of Aikido" 
(http://www.aikidofaq.com/principles.html) 
 
If you are interested in more information, I have heard of the book “A Brief History of 
Qi”, although I haven’t read it ☺ 
 
A short review of that book is posted here: 
http://www.taichichuan.co.uk/information/articles/history_of_qi.html 
 



3) What is Chi? (Etymological Answer) 
  
It is so easy to ask “what is Chi” and not fully appreciate the difficulty in translating a 
word from a foreign language into English. Sometimes a direct translation is not possible. 
The difficulty is that grammar structure and common contextual usage found in language 
A may not be found in language B, or may be present but very different, which can lead 
to great confusion. What makes things worse in our case is that we’re dealing with more 
than one language; we are attempting to simultaneously understand the meaning in at 
least Chinese (Chi and Qi) and Japanese (Ki), across a broad spectrum of martial arts 
styles. 
  
To make things easy to approach we can observe that these languages share a common 
writing system to some degree and the ideograph in both languages is the same. Korean 
appears to use either the Chinese or Japanese word to represent the concept. Let us 
therefore choose one language for simplicity’s sake. This FAQ will use Chinese and 
Pinyin because it is the most common of the three presented above. Below is a small 
chart illustrating which tone marks correspond to which numbers in the pinyin system. 
 

Pinyin with 
Numbers 

qi1 qi2 qi3 qi4 
Pinyin with 
Tone Marks 

qī qí qĭ qì 

Written 
Chinese 七 棋 起 氣 

Translation Seven Board Game Arise; Begin Gas; Mood 
 

Fig. 1: Pinyin Tone Marks for Qi 
Note: in this case there is no known meaning or ideogram for qi5 (qi). 

 
Although all of the words qi1, qi2, qi3, and qi4 can be written “chi”, they all hold 
completely different meanings. What makes things worse for English speakers is that 
even if we specify the correct tone, there are a number of contextual readings for each 
spoken word. We must therefore go directly to the ideogram if we want to understand 
what a word means. In this case, rather luckily, the meaning we need is the most common 
reading of the spoken word. Nevertheless my dictionary lists ten separate words that are 
pronounced qi4, some examples being "to arrest", "to cry", and "to expect (anxiously)". 
 
With this knowledge it is finally possible to ask the precise question, “what is chi” only 
by rephrasing it what is ”氣”. For sanity’s sake, when I say “chi” from now on, I am 
referring directly to the ideogram 氣. It is pronounced “chee” as in “cheese”, with a 
falling tone.  
 
 
 



氣 
Fig. 2: qi4 米 

Fig. 3:  mi3 
 
The direct translation of Chi is “gas” as in steam or vapor. Indirectly translated, it 
contains the idea that the gas may have a specific configuration, which in certain contexts 
can be understood as as atmosphere, mood, weather, temperature, smell, etc. 
 
The precise etymology then, is the ideogram for “grains of rice” (see figure 3) encased in 
the ideogram for “air; pictograph of curling clouds” (not shown, but also pronounced qi4). 
The implied meaning is the steam which comes from cooked (or cooking) rice. For more 
information, please visit http://www.zhongwen.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4) What is Chi? (Technical Answer) 
 
A major component of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) is the concept of Chi. A 
quick study of TCM theories may help to make clear the meaning of Chi with respect to 
martial arts, in the hope of retracing the steps of the masters. 
 
In Chinese Medicine, Chi refers to the Jing-Luo network of meridians used in 
acupuncture. The best way to understand what this refers to is by understanding a little 
more about Chinese Medicine: 
 

Blood is mainly composed of Nutritive Qi and Body Fluids, which come from the 
refined food transformed and transported by the Spleen and Stomach. So the 
Spleen and Stomach are also known as "the source of Qi and Blood", and the 
quality of the nutrients taken in, as well as the functional states of the Spleen and 
Stomach, influence directly the formation of Blood. 

(Retreived from http://www.damo-qigong.net/qi-theory1.htm, March 2007) 
 
Compare this to the Martial Artist’s definition of Chi: 
 

“Chi is a kind of driving force (Dong Li). For example blood circulation can be 
explained with the term Chi. …Chi comes from food, from breathing, it is also 
given to us by our parents and stored in the body as "Original Qi" (Yuan Qi).” 

-Feng Zhi-Qiang in an interview with Jarek Szymanski 
(chinafrominside.com/ma/taiji/FZQinterview.html, March 2007). 

 
If Mr. Feng as a martial artist can conceptualize Chi in this way, we can understand that it 
is one and the same with the Chi of Traditional Chinese Medicine. 
 
Another quote, this one from Morihei Ueshiba: 

 
“There are two types of ki: ordinary ki and true ki. Ordinary ki is coarse and heavy; 
true ki is light and versatile. In order to perform well, you have to liberate yourself 
from ordinary ki and permeate your organs with true ki. That is the basis of 
powerful technique.” 

-Morihei Ueshiba, “The Art of Peace” 
(Retreived from http://www.aikidonj.com/pages/ueshiba.html, March 2007) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5) What is Chi? (Contextual Approach, Part 1) 
 
We may gain a greater understanding of a word by examining the common contexts in 
which it is used. For example, "chiu" (qiu2, again the 2 means a rising tone) means "ball" 
or "sphere". Therefore "qi4qiu2" is precisely defined as balloon. When referring to a 
balloon as "qi4qiu2", even though qi4 qiu2 could refer to "angry prisoner" or perhaps 
even "anxiously seek", these meanings don't make sense if you're talking about giving a 
child a balloon, so they are discarded and only the idea of balloon would remain. 
 
Other example takings of Chi include qi4wei4 meaning scent or odour, and tian1qi4 
meaning weather. When discussing the meaning of qi4 in martial arts, we can only 
logically refer to the chi of the human bodies relevant to the discussion. This chi does not 
refer to the configuration of the sky as in tian1qi4, but rather the configuration of the 
human body, using breathing and breath as a metaphor. 
 

氣息 
Fig. 5-1: qi4xi2 (“breath”; lit. configuration of the breath or vapor of the breath) 

 
Recall the latent meaning of ‘configuration’ or ‘mood’ found in the word chi. Here then 
chi refers to the exact configuration of a human body, or to the complete state of 
everything which is observable in and about the human body. Breath is taken as the major 
focal point of the analogy because breath is constantly changing configuration, and the air 
pressure in one’s lungs often has a major effect on one’s posture. It’s the most visible 
changing mechanism of the body’s chi, but as earlier seen the heartbeat(blood) could also 
be considered as a type of chi. By definition, if someone stopped breathing or their heart 
stopped, their chi would cease to change/flow or to exist, and death would occur. In 
general the stagnation of chi is synonymous with atrophy and death. 
 
Another quick and dirty way to pick up on the meaning here is to note that the ideogram 
for xi2 is the ideogram for self (zi4) over the ideogram for heart (xin1). Alternate 
readings for the two being “from” and “center”. As Chinese was written top to bottom 
and not left to right as in English, it is possible that these two separate words formed a 
contraction in xi2 and then acquired a new contextual meaning, always appearing 
together to denote the breath. 
 
Since chi then uses breath as an analogy to represent the state of a human body (including 
positioning of hands and feet, placement of weight, even at some level a person’s 
thoughts), we can understand Chi in as a holistic concept referring to the (sometimes very 
exact) positioning of the body while practicing martial arts. 
 
We are now in an excellent position to examine a broad base of technical martial arts 
terms which use the word Chi. 



氣功 
Common: Chi Kung 
Pinyin: qi4 gong1 
Literally: gas;mood - merit;Achievement 
Contextual Meaning: Martial Arts Foundation Training 

 
Figure 5-2: Chi Kung 

 
One of the first terms someone may encounter is “chi kung” (qi4gong1 in pinyin). Chi 
Kung often refers to a series of warm-up exercises or to foundational training for 
practicing martial arts. Example of different types of chi kung exercise would be horse 
stance training, standing meditation, or repetitive motion training. By no stretch of the 
word, jogging and weightlifting can be considered forms of Chi Kung. 
 
To conclude, it is instructive to explore the root meaning of the words in a quest to gain a 
greater understanding of how they are allowed to be used in context. The ideogram for 
Chi may bring to mind a metal pot with a fire underneath, and a process which produces 
steam and nutrition. It was thought that the exercises of health and martial arts (chi kung) 
operated in the same way as this cook pot. For example, it would take time and effort to 
produce a nutritious result. 
 
To help you in this approach, provided below are examples of how the word Chi is used 
in context. 
 

合氣道 : he2 qi4 dao3 (Japanese: Aikidō) 
“Whenever I move, that’s Aikido.” –Morihei Ueshiba 
(www.aikidofaq.com/introduction.html). 
 
In Pinyin we can Romanize this as “he2 qi4 dao3” and take the contextual meaning of 
he2 as “to combine”. The term is then clearly understood as “the way of joining together 
(or harmonizing) the body”. The harmony of the body refers to internal and external 
harmony. In practice then, the Aikidōka literally joins together with the outside forces, for 
example the uke (opponent), with the common result that the opponent is lightly thrown, 
preferably without injury to either party. 
 
Finally, another Morihei Ueshiba quote: "Heretofore, I studied many kinds of martial art 
systems -- Yagyu Ryu, Shinyo Ryu, Kito Ryu, Daito Ryu, Shinkage Ryu, and so on -- but 
Aikido is not a composite of those arts. All Aiki techniques are a function of ki." 
(http://www.aikidoonline.com/Features/WhatisAikido.htm) 

 
 
 



元氣: yuan2 qi4 
According to Chen Xin, “to keep 元氣 smooth, no movement may be uncomfortable.” Lit. 
Original chi, first chi. This is a term which relates to the chi present when you are born. 
One way to understand it is to synonymize losing all of your yuan2 qi4 with general 
organ failure (heart failure, kidney failure, etc) leading of course to death. The corollary 
to this concept is post-natal chi, which is accumulated from eating food, drinking water, 
breathing, etc. Note: 原氣 has the same meaning and pronunciation but may be obsolete. 
Also see: 先天之氣 (xian1 tian1 zhi1 qi4). 
 

運氣：yun4 qi4 
Fortune, Luck. Since 運 has two meanings (the other is move or transport) in a Matial 
Arts context it may refer to the transportation of qi4 in the body. 
 

意一領氣 : yi4 yi1 ling3 qi4 
According to Liang, Shou-Yu, “Yi Yi Ling Qi implies that your mind is the activator 
(force), that leads (pulls) the energy”. This energy is the activating force realized by a 
final display of muscular strength. Training revolves around repetitive motion practice to 
build familiarity with technique, thereby shortening the work the body must do so that it 
can quickly conform with the desire to perform said technique. Here then, chi is 
considered an intermediary force between intention (yi4) and muscular strength (li4). The 
relationship is trained via chi kung exercises. An example would be a boxer who jogs and 
does bag work in order to increase his stamina and accuracy in the ring, in other words 
training his body to better respond to his will to move in a certain way during a fight. 
This mind-body connection is yi yi ling qi. 
 

中氣: zhong1 qi4 
Central Qi. This is a form of qi which is activated to drive body movement in the yi-qi-li 
paradigm. The waijia uses li4 to drive this kind of chi, while the neijia (internal schools) 
use yi4 (intention) to drive it. It is called central chi because it originates from the dantien. 
In TCM technical terms this would mean means it originates from the dai mai, du mai, 
and ren mai meridians in the dantien. 
 

後天之氣: hou4 tian1 zhi1 qi4 
By itself, hou4 tian1 means the day after tomorrow. Zhi1 here means “of”. Contextually 
in this phrase, hou4 tian1 refers to abilities you gained after you were born. To contrast 
with xian1 tian1 in xian1 tian1 zhi1 qi4, this would be the knowledge you would acquire 
through study, and not your inborn inclination to study. The usual English translation for 
the complete phrase is “postnatal chi”. Also see: 元氣 (yuan2 qi4). This type of chi is 
constantly being replenished by food chi, etc. 



先天之氣: xian1 tian1 zhi1 qi4 
By itself, xian1 tian1 means “first day”. Zhi1 here means “of”. This means the abilities 
you had when (before) you were born. To contrast with hou4 tian1 zhi1 qi4, this would 
refer to your natural ability to study, and not the knowledge you gain while studying. The 
usual English translation for the complete phrase is “prenatal chi”. Prenatal chi, once lost, 
can never be regained. 
 

氣 合 , 氣 合 い : qi4 he2 (Japanese: kiai) 
A primarily Japanese term that refers to fighting spirit. It is a compound of ki meaning 
mind, will, turn-of-mind or spirit and ai (合, 合い) being the contraction of the verb 
awasu (合わす), signifying "to unite"; literally "concentrated spirit". Kiai is a term used 
not only in martial arts but also in the board game go (wei-qi, or “圍棋”), where it also 
describes fighting spirit. 
 
In martial arts, kiai commonly refers to a short yell that some martial artists shout before 
or during a fight or technique. Korean martial arts may call this sound a Yatz or Kihap. In 
bujutsu, it is usually linked to the inner amassing of energy released in a single explosive 
focus of will. Students of martial arts such as karate and judo (and related arts such as 
taiko drumming) use kiai to focus energy when executing a technique. It also refers to the 
shout that accompanies some techniques when performing kata (forms). Kiaijutsu is the 
Japanese art of using kiai when performing martial arts. The proper use of kiaijutsu 
involves concentrating on the use of one's ki more than it does shouting. 
(definition from Wikipedia at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kiai) 
 
The following is the Korean perspective, quoted with permission from "Han Guk Mu 
Sool". It’s rather long, but I’ve included it verbatim in this version of the FAQ. 
 

What is Ki Hap? 
Ki Hap is commonly referred to as a spirit yell.  Ki refers to our life’s vital energy 
and Hap refers to harmony or unification.  Together they represent a union 
between Ki or breath, and technique or execution.  Learning how to Ki Hap 
properly is one of the most important aspects of one’s training.  There is also a 
general misconception that a Ki Hap is a loud screeching scream.  This screaming 
yell is something that seems to be encouraged at tournaments.  The loud scream 
attracts spectators and impresses the judges.  This may make a form seem more 
spectacular, however, that is not what a Ki Hap is for. 
 
A proper Ki Hap must come from the lower abdomen (Dan Jun), your sacred 
center, not from your throat.  If you Ki Hap repeatedly from your throat you will 
eventually lose your voice.  If your Ki Hap is a deep grunt-like yell from your 
Dan Jun, you can do it all day long without losing your voice.  To perform the Ki 
Hap properly, take a deep breath pushing the air down to your lower abdomen, 
tense this area, and Ki Hap.  Imagine the Ki energy as the color red flowing 
outward from the Dan Jun to your technique. 



 
Remember that all techniques originate from the Dan Jun.  The Ki Hap is the best 
way to move Ki in the body from the Dan Jun instantly to provide greater power 
and speed.  Through continued practice you will grasp the sensation of the Ki Hap 
from the Dan Jun and learn to move from there and feel intuitively from there as 
well. 
 
In relationship to actual self-defense the Ki Hap is extremely important.  First, it 
distracts the opponent causing him to freeze, giving you a physical and 
psychological advantage, and during that precise moment, an opportunity to make 
your move.  Secondly, it gives you more power as the air is forced out.  A strong 
Ki Hap in the face of an attacker will often make him blink closing both eyes.  In 
real life self-defense you want to increase your odds for survival anyway you 
can.  Therefore, the Ki Hap should be utilized as an effective survival tool.  The 
Ki Hap also strengthens your resolve as your spirit becomes strong and your 
movements are without hesitation. 
 
Sometimes beginning students feel uncomfortable, embarrassed, or think it is silly 
to Ki Hap.  These feelings are normal and to be expected.  New students are not 
sure of what sound or noise they should make or even how audible they should be 
when they perform the Ki Hap.  Some new students will even shout the word Ki 
Hap.  Again this is very normal for beginners and is part of the learning 
process.  A Ki Hap is unique to each person.  No two Ki Haps are alike.  The Ki 
Hap is a reflection of that person’s mental, physical, and spiritual state at that 
moment.  For one to advance to the higher levels of Martial Arts training one 
must master the Ki Hap. 
 
There is an old Martial Arts story of a learned man who was discussing the Ki 
Hap with a Martial Arts Master when he saw a bird.  The learned man said, 
“Watch this,” and he made a strong Ki Hap.  The bird fell to the ground 
dead.  The learned man said, “Do you see how great I am?  I can kill a bird with 
my Ki Hap.”  The Master wasn’t pleased with what he saw and let out a strong Ki 
Hap.  The bird came back to life and flew away… 

 
From the above quote we may note that Kiai is in a technique which works on the flow of
中氣 (Zong1 Qi4, see above) from the Dantian. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
We conclude this section by taking a look at examples in which the spelling or sound is 
the same but the meaning different. 
 

太極拳: tai4 ji2 quan3 (“Tai Chi”) 
“Tai Chi” is a bastardization of the Wade-Giles romanization T'ai Chi Ch'üan. This 
points to one of the problems many people have with Wade-Giles over pinyin – it is more 
ambiguous. Here, not only is the character for Chi in T'ai Chi Ch'üan visibly different 
than the Chi we are discussing in this FAQ, it is pronounced with a different tone and a 
different phonetic. In pinyin, you may write tai4 ji2 quan3. 
 

起式: qi4 shi4 
Loosely translated, “opening”, this “chi” sounds like the chi we define in this FAQ but it 
is a completely different word. It refers to the first movement of a form, for example 
“taiji qi shi” is the first movement of tai chi, called “opening” or “start of tai chi”. 
 
 

欺壓: qi1 ya1 
Generally means to use size and weight to win, instead of technique. According to a book 
about Chen Xin, in the chapter entitled □手三十六病, “Qi1 means to cheat or deceive, 
Ya1 means to press down the opponent's hand with big force.” In short, this implies that 
improper technique has been used and the martial artist has resorted to “cheating” by not 
using proper technique. It is a warning because such “cheating” was thought impede 
progress in one’s training. In this case it is coincidence that this would mean impeding 
the flow of chi, so it is of some importance to understand the meaning of chi here. This 
Chi is both a different character (欺 vs. 氣) and a different tone. (Note: □手 is an 
extremely rare term, and has since been replaced with 推手 in Tai Chi literature). 
 
 

________: Sumikiri 
Morihei Ueshiba often referred to the state of stillness within motion as Sumikiri, which 
means total clarity of mind and body. The reference to stillness within motion here refers 
to the circular movement principle of Aikido 
(www.aikidoonline.com/Features/WhatisAikido.htm). 
It is unknown if the character for ki appears in this word, so I will include it until I can 
get some Japanese for it. 
 
 
 
 
 



6) What is Chi? (Contextual Approach, Part 2) 
 
The contextual approach above has great value, but it does not indicate how those terms 
are used in conversation. 
 
To arrive at a final, useful concept for the word Chi, it is instructive to observe how the 
word is used by masters of the martial arts when they talk about training and fighting. As 
the saying goes, when you drink from the water, remember the source of the well. 
 
Wang Xiang-Zhai said: 
“The idea that Chi may be emitted from the human body is preposterous, and is not the 
true teaching.” (Page 10, “Yiquan Essays”, available at www.yiquan.pl/engebooks.html). 
 
“Training for health and for combat… are one thing, and should not be separated. If one 
is lost, abuses are created and it will lead astray.” (page 92, ibidem). 
 
Chen, Xin said: 
“Only after I read about the Taiji circular illustration in ancient classics I realized that to 
practice Taijiquan one has to understand silk reeling essence. Silk reeling is a method of 
moving Central Qi (Zhong Qi). If it is not understood, then the boxing is not understood 
either.” (Thanks again Jarek! chinafrominside.com/ma/taiji/chenxin.html) 
 
Koichi Tohei said, 
“In Aikido training, we make every effort to learn to fill our body with ki and use it 
powerfully. Therefore, we must understand well the deep meaning of ki.” (Koichi Tohei 
What is Aikido?, Rikugei Publishing House, Tokyo, 1962, page 113) 
 
Shuichi Nagaoka said, “Go no Kata contributes to increased willpower, physical force, 
and Ki.” (judoinfo.com/gonokata.htm) 
 
Chen, Xiao-Wang said: 
“We also tend to use chin na and take-downs a lot. We treat push hands as a mockfight 
rather than an exercise. You have to be thrown around a lot to know what your ‘qi’ or 
your ‘jing’ is doing.” And “Both taiji and calligraphy involve the same ‘transportation of 
qi’ (yun qi) in our body. When I fight, I try to transport my qi to the point of impact 
without friction, still maintaining maximum efficiency. When I write, I try to do the same, 
except it is the tip of my brush. I practice my calligraphy the same way I do my taiji – 
with correct postures, relaxation and efficient ‘yun qi’. Both activities complement each 
other.” (from www.tai-chi-centre.com/keeper.htm) 
 
“Qi by itself is weak, soft. The dantian "communicates" to the 
muscle and bone. The dantian is the storage of all the qi. The jingluo directs the qi 
through the body. When qi is generated, it is communicated (wired like a bomb) through 
the body. It is very important to understand the relationship of dantian to qi, qi and 
muscle, and muscle and bone.”The main communication is between the dantian and 
muscle -- this is the essence of Chen Taijiquan.” 



“Some things can only be felt and cannot be described. You should be feeling "hot water", 
pouring through your arm and to your hand. Even at low levels, people can feel this. 
When the arm is circling the little finger moves, energy goes to the dantian. When the 
thumb moves, the qi goes from the dantian out to the hand.” 
(from www.taiji-bg.com/articles/taijiquan/t38.htm) 
 
“It is all about the interaction of Yin and Yang and Qi circulation.” 
(http://www.tai-chi-centre.com/qiconnection.htm) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



7) Which Martial Arts use Chi? 
 
Some people may wish to study a martial art which strongly emphasizes chi development. 
Others may wish to avoid specific martial arts for precisely the same reason. 
 
Many martial artists throughout history took studied TCM. Even if only to make an 
ointment to rub on bruises from practice, herbalism would be studied and knowledge 
passed down as part of the martial arts tradition. Herbalism is a part of TCM that works 
with the same foundation of Chi circulation and Internal Organs that Acupuncture does. 
The idea of Chi comes from Traditional Chinese Medicine, and the theories are not 
particularly complex, although it does require a lot of study to ensure familiarity with the 
various herbs, correlations of internal organs, and different herbs (etc). We know that as a 
result most if not all martial arts traditions became combined with Chinese Traditional 
Medicine, and while a top doctor of the time might not be a martial artist, you can bet that 
a top martial artist of the time would know something of medicine. So to truly know how 
deeply involved a martial art is with this sort of thing, you would have to know it’s 
history and development. 
 
Having said that, in general, all “Internal” Chinese martial arts, such as Tai Chi Chuan, 
Xing Yi Quan, Ba Gua Zhang, etc. require the development and use of Chi. On the other 
hand, “External” arts do not always focus so strongly on Chi development. Although they 
often use Chi to an extent, the External arts are more known for their use of physical 
strength, speed, and technique. This does not mean they are better or worse, just different. 
This is reflected in the terms Neigong and Waigong in the martial arts. 
 
Arts which do not utilize Chi will usually have an origin outside of Asia. This is a simple 
result of the fact that Traditional Chinese Medicine theories originated in, and have their 
greatest prevalence in China. Look for arts such as Muay Thai Kickboxing, Brazilian Ju-
Jitsu, MMA (Mixed Martial Arts), Judo, and many forms/styles of American Karate for 
arts that do not focus on Chi/Ki development. 
 
There are many exceptions to this rule and it is not possible to state them all. A notable 
exception is Modern Kempo Karate, which is known to require students to study 
Traditional Chinese Medicine and philosophy. Another example is the Taoist Tai Chi 
Society, which does not focus on Chi development and actually discourages such 
development from taking place. 
 
Indonesian Silat has, at least as an inspiration, arts such as Xingyiquan, Taijiquan and 
Baguazhang – so it may also focus on Chi development although not as much. For 
Japanese arts, look for Tai ki ken and Aikido as Ki-based arts, and Karate and Judo for 
arts which do not often speak about Ki.  
 
 
 



8) How do I feel my Chi? 
 
Insert random zen-like fish seeking water parable here. 
 
If Chi is a noticeable phenomenon within a practitioner’s own body, the question 
becomes how to notice the Chi in order to begin controlling it or using it. The best way to 
experience these sensations and begin to use them is through the practice of Chi Kung 
(see definition in section 3). Feeling your Chi is similar to becoming aware of your 
heartbeat – Anyone can do it, but while some people can do it just by thinking about it, 
others have to physically take their own pulse. 
 

“In Master CXW’s class, he always starts with half an hour of Zhan Zhuang, 
followed by 20 or 30 repetitions of the various Jiabenggong (chi kung) exercises. 
He says that after nearly 40 years of practice, he still does his Jiabenggong (chi 
kung) each day, especially when he is too busy to go through the forms.” 
(http://www.tai-chi-centre.com/qiconnection.htm) 

 
In the martial arts, Qi is the feeling of correct postural alignment. If we hold to the 
thought that feeling your Qi is a way of feeling the positioning of the body for the 
purpose of realizing correct martial arts technique, then the following quote may well 
provide an important insight into the nature of Ki/Chi/Qi. 
 

Jigoro Kano wrote, “Let me give an example from among the facts I learned from 
the teachings of my master.  Once my master threw me with what would now be 
called a Sumi-Gaeshi (corner throw).  I didn't know how he did it, so I asked 
him.  He said nothing and used the same technique on me again.  So I begged him 
to explain to me how he had done it, whereupon he used the same technique on 
me once again.  This time I asked him to explain in detail how to pull the arms, 
how to place the legs, and how far to lower the hips, without actually using the 
waza on me.  To this the master replied, "even if you ask something like that now, 
it will be of no use to you.  But if you repeat the waza over and over and practice, 
you will gradually come to understand."  

Kano goes on to explain that Kodokan Judo *does not* follow this practice, and  
"For that reason, what once took five or six years to achieve can now be  
accomplished in three years." 

These words of Kano come from the new book, "Mind over Muscle - Writings 
from the Founder of Judo" (quoting from a post made by Ben Holmes, found on 
usenet newsgroup rec.martial-arts) 

 
It is beyond the scope of this FAQ to recommend or teach any one particular method - it 
is up to you to find a qualified instructor. There is a vast amount of material out there to 
research! Just remember that you should do your fair share of due diligence (and consult 
a doctor!) before attempting any exercise program. 



9) How is Chi used in Chinese Medicine? 
In Traditional Chinese Medicine, Chi is considered to be the life force of the human body. 
This includes the blood flow, the heartbeat, the breath, etc. A healthy body is 
synonymous with a good supply of free-flowing chi. When the body is sick, it is often 
understood or explained in terms of Chi. For example, it is said that smoking damages the 
chi of the lungs. Medically speaking this obviously affects the entire body, and this is 
reflected in Chinese Medicine by considering that the lungs (for example) are connected 
to all the other organs and parts of the body by a series of energy pathways called Jing 
and Luo. 
 
Chinese medicine works by attempting to control the flow of Chi within the human body. 
Acupuncture works by directly blocking, unblocking, strengthening and weakening of the 
chi in the meridians. Herbalism works in a more indirect way, by strengthening or 
weakening the interaction between the internal organs. As a type of food Chi, you would 
also expect Herbalism to affect the quality of Chi which flows in the meridians – “you are 
what you eat”. 
 
There is often an underlying scientific explanation for some of the effects observed in 
Acupuncture and Chinese Medicine. An empirical science itself, much of Chinese 
Medicine’s development is finding a philosophical answer for physical effects. Over 
thousands of years, the philosophy became so highly developed that it became 
indistinguishable from a science, although a science with theories as a foundation. For 
example if you squeeze someone’s neck in a choke hold, they will lose chi flow and 
begin to die (black out). Releasing the hold allows the chi to resume flowing, but if the 
blockage remains too long then it can cause serious problems, because it may weaken an 
organ and then that organ may not function as well later on. In this example, cutting off 
the blood supply to the brain results in brain damage or death. Another example could be 
damage to a muscle or even a slipped disc, which would affect movement for a period of 
time. The pain or discomfort would be blamed on incorrect chi flow, and when it was 
observed that massage or changing the way one moves alleviated the symptoms, it was 
thought that this was a way of unblocking the chi flow. Notions that you had to move 
around the injury only served to support the idea that there was something which would 
need to flow from one part of the body to another and could not traverse a blockage. 
 
It is thought in Chinese Medicine that originally there are no blockages in chi flow along 
the meridians, but as a person gets older and health problems set in such as bad posture, 
smoking, lack of exercise, that blockages in chi flow are created.  A healthy lifestyle and 
exercise was thought to “open” the chi flow. In this school of thought, since massage, 
exercise, and nutritional supplements all made the body healthier, they must all somehow 
affect the flow of chi in the meridians. Therefore schools sprung up around massage 
(acupuncture and acupressure), nutritional supplements (herbalism) and exercise (chi 
kung and martial arts). 
 
 
 



10) How is Chi used in Martial Arts? 
 
Different martial art systems have different ways of utilizing the same Chi, so a fully 
accurate description of what any particular martial art does is not feasible. There are 
however some generalities. 
 
Generally speaking, “internal martial arts” use the mind to create and lead the chi, while 
external schools use physical strength to create and lead chi in the body. Either way, the 
result is the application of a specific technique, in a specific way, in a specific situation. 
The intent is to teach someone how to move and fight in the exact same way as a 
previous master of the art, by means of transmitting the exact body feeling behind the 
moves that the master used. 
 
Most of these specialized Chi skills were called Jings. There are hundreds of different 
Jings. An example would be someone who trained to jump very high, they would be said 
to posess qing jing, or light skills, because their body appeared to be very light. It may be 
required for someone to train in Qing Jing before certain kinds of kicks could be taught, 
because they wouldn’t be effective until the proper kind of strength was gained. In this 
way, martial arts were built around theories of Chi development. 
 
We must stop here, as different martial arts use different kinds of jing for different 
purposes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



11) Is Chi required to learn martial arts? 
 
Certainly not! The study of Chi is in no way required to learn “martial arts”. Yet some 
styles of martial arts require the training and development of Chi in their teaching method. 
This cannot be ignored by dedicated practitioners of those arts, if they still hope to claim 
to practice the art in question. So while arts like Wrestling and Kickboxing make no use 
of Chi, it is not possible to say the same about arts like Liu He Ba Fa and Yi Quan. 
 
The fact will remain, at least for most Westerners, that the study of Chi appeals to those 
who seek a holistic approach to martial arts which goes beyond “just fighting”. Everyone 
has their own reasons for practicing martial arts. 
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